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Abstract

We consider non blocking� variable length packet switches where packet lengths
and interarrival times have continuous distributions as is applicable in IP networks�
A general throughput�delay model for Poisson and self similar packet arrivals of
exponential lengths to a single stage M �N switch with in�nite and �nite bu�ers
is obtained� Analytical results are compared against simulation results on traces
statistically similar to Bellcore traces� Tradeo�s between �xed packet length VOQ
switches and variable length FIFO�CIOQ switches with speedup and parallelism
�multiple switching planes� are also studied� Analysis shows that a parallelism of 	
achieves 

�
� throughput� We also analyze the e�ect of tra�c asymmetries and
hotspots�
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� Introduction

With increasing throughput and port density requirements in the Internet�
much of the switching will have to be done in hardware� possibly using space
switches� preferably those with the nonblocking property� It is now well known
that output queued �OQ� switches can provide ���� throughput and also pro	
vide arbitrary QoS provisions e
ciently� However� they are deemed infeasible
to implement at high speeds and high port densities where they will be lim	
ited by the switch and memory speed requirements� Thus there is considerable
interest in architecture and performance of input queued �IQ� switches�
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Much of the switching literature� be it those that analyze the performance�
propose new designs and architectures or explore QoS enabling properties
of these switches assume �xed length packets� For example� for �xed packet
lengths with time slotted operation of the switch� �typically slot size will be
equal to packet lengths�� discrete time analyses under various assumptions are
available� Patel ��� shows that in such switches with no input or output bu�ers
under Bernoulli packet arrivals the maximum throughput is � � ��e � �����
Karol et al ���� show that the saturation throughput of an input queued switch
with in�nite input bu�ers is  � p

 � ������ Li ���� shows that when the
arrivals are correlated� the saturation throughput of the input queued switch
is ���� In an unpublished paper� Kumar and Jacob ���� show that the saturation
throughput is indeed the capacity of the switch�

The throughput of an input queued switch can be increased by having multiple
queues at each input which allows multiple packets� possibly with di�erent
destinations to compete from each input� A virtual output queued �VOQ�
switch takes this idea to the extreme � each input maintains a separate queue
for each output� A central scheduler selects the packets to be switched in each
slot such that at most one packet from each input and at most one packet
for each output is selected in a slot� McKeown et al �� show that if the
packet arrivals to the switch are iid� ���� throughput can be achieved in a
VOQ switch by using a maximum weight matching algorithm to select the
packets to be switched in each slot� Weights could be either the length of
the virtual output queue or the waiting time of the queue at the head of
the virtual output queue� More practical scheduling algorithms that ensure
that each of the N� queues is equally likely to be selected in a slot and that
none of them starve have been reported in ������������� Of these Parallel
Iterative Matching �PIM�� ��� iSLIP ��� and dual round robin ��� algorithms
have been implemented in the AN ��� Tiny Tera ��� and Saturn ��� switches
respectively�

Increasing interest in providing QoS in the Internet� has led to a corresponding
interest in the QoS provisioning properties of input queued switches� Recent
results show that a VOQ switch with a speedup of two and a centralized sched	
uler can match the output sequence of an OQ switch with a QoS scheduler
on each port ��������� Also� Dai and Prabhakar ��� generalize the result of
�� to show that with a speedup of two� any maximal matching algorithm
will achieve ���� throughput under any packet arrival process� Summarizing
this discussion� we see that to increase the throughput for arbitrary arrival
processes in the VOQ switch and also to be able to provide QoS� it is essential
that the VOQ switch operate with a speedup of at least two� i�e�� we need to
use a combined input�output queued �CIOQ� switch� Thus in a CIOQ switch
with virtual output queues� in comparison with an output queued switch� the
implementation complexity� is shifted from the switch to the centralized sched	
uler �for QoS and also for maximal matching� which needs to have information





about the occupancy �and QoS requirements� of the N� queues� i�e�� a VOQ
switch may not be much less complex than a VOQ after all� �Note that a
��Gbps� scalable to ���Gbps� ��� �� OQ switch is reported in �����

With IP dominating the Internet� packet arrival times at IP packet switches
and packet lengths will be drawn from continuous nonnegative distributions�
This is in contrast with ATM switches that have a time slotted operation�
�xed packet lengths and packet arrivals at slot boundaries� Also� note that the
results discussed above are for �xed length packets with time slotted operation
of the switch� To switch variable length packets� the obvious thing to do is
to break them up into �xed length units� call them cells� switch the cells
and then reassemble the cells at the output� Such a switch should have a
speedup greater to handle the increased load resulting from the padding of
packets that don�t �ll an integral number of cells� There is also the additional
requirement of circuits to disassemble and reassemble packets� This leads us
to believe that for variable length packet switches with non slotted arrivals�
a FIFO	CIOQ switch with speedup will be architecturally simpler than the
VOQ	CIOQ switch and will achieve low latencies in the input queue� which
in turn will enable it to use output port QoS schedulers� A further alternative
to increase the throughput of FIFO	CIOQ switches would be to have parallel
switching planes� such that more than one packet is switched to an output
queue simultaneously while from each input at most one packet is selected� This
latter feature of the switch architecture will be called parallelism� In this paper
we develop analytical models for the throughput� delay and loss performance
of a variable length FIFO	CIOQ switch with speedup and parallelism�

There is surprisingly little study of non time	slotted variable length packet
switch performance and architecture� To the best of our knowledge� the only
architecture that does not breakup variable length packets into smaller cells
is reported by Yoshigoe and Christensen ����� Likewise� the only performance
model for variable length packet switches is by Fuhrman ���� He considers
a M � N nonblocking input queued variable length packet switch� For iid
Poisson arrivals processes at each node and uniform routing it is shown that
the saturation throughput per port is M��M �N ���� An approximate mean
delay analysis is also presented� The �rst part of this paper can be considered
to be a generalization of the results of ��� where we present a throughput
delay analysis for an M � N input queued switch with arbitrary Poisson
arrivals at each input� exponential packet lengths� arbitrary output line rates
and arbitrary routing probabilities�

It is now well known that packet arrival processes in the wide area exhibit long
range dependence �LRD� whose e�ects are not captured by Poisson models�
The correlations and burstiness over many time scales of LRD packet arrivals
impact the queuing performance in a manner considerably di�erent from those
with Poisson arrivals because of extended periods of large queue buildups�
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Thus the interaction of the LRD packet arrivals and HOL blocking in a switch
can lead to very bad queuing behavior� In view of the extreme queuing behavior
expected� a deeper understanding of the switch behavior becomes necessary
because the switch is the critical component in providing various quality of
service guarantees in the multiservice Internet of the future� Variable length
packet switches have not been analyzed for non Poisson packet arrivals� In
this paper we also consider Poisson and LRD packet arrivals and develop
throughput� delay and loss models for input queued� variable length packet
switches with LRD packet arrivals�

This paper is organized as follows� In Section  we present the delay through	
put analysis for a M �N switch with Poisson arrivals and exponentially dis	
tributed packet lengths� We consider cases of both in�nite and �nite input
bu�ers and present the loss analysis for the �nite input bu�er case� In Sec	
tion � we present the delay throughput analysis for a M � N switch with
self	similar interarrival times at each of the inputs� Once again� we consider
both in�nite and �nite bu�er switches� In Section � we discuss the compara	
tive merits of the techniques used to increase the throughput in input queued
switches and present some results from our analysis for combined input output
queued switches� In Section � we consider the e�ects of output hotspots and
analyze the switch behavior in the presence of such hotspots� In Section � for
a given arrival rate� we consider the e�ect of the various parameters of the
self similar process on the performance of the switch� Finally� in Section � we
present a discussion on the results and concluding remarks�

� M�N Switch with Poisson Arrivals� Exponential Packet Lengths

We �rst consider a single stage unslotted� internally nonblocking M�N input
queued packet switch� Packet arrivals to input port i form a Poisson process
of rate �i and choose a destination j with probability pij� The line rate on
output port j is �j and there are no bu�ers at the output� Input packets are
served according to FIFO� When a packet moves to the head of its queue� if
its destination is busy� the packet will wait at the head of the input queue till
the destination output port is free and chooses to evacuate the packet� When
an output port �nishes service� of the packets that are waiting at the head
of the queues of the inputs� the packet that was blocked �rst is served �rst�
Service in random order� round robin or processor sharing disciplines can also
be analyzed using the method developed here but we do not investigate them�
From above� the arrival rate to output port j� �j� and its utilization� �j� are

�j �
MX
i��

�ipij �j �
�j

�j
���
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The sojourn time of an input packet has two components 	 waiting time in
the input queue till it moves to the head of the line �HOL� and the time spent
at the HOL of the input queue till the HOL packets from other input queues
that were blocked earlier �nish their service and the packet is evacuated� The
time spent at the HOL of the input queue corresponds to the �service time�
in the input queue� This service time� once again� has two components 	 a
blocking delay� the time until the output starts evacuating it� and the actual
service time� the time taken to evacuate the packet by the destination port�
Figure � shows these times in detail� Since the arrivals to the input queue
are Poisson� each input queue can be seen to be a M�G�� queue with service
time distribution given by the time spent by a packet at its HOL� To analyze
the queuing behavior the distribution of the time spent at the HOL of the
queue needs to be obtained and this is derived below� In this derivation� we
use techniques similar to the analysis of queueing networks with blocking �����

Consider output port j� It has room for only the packet that is being evacu	
ated �served�� However� the HOL positions at the M input queues can contain
a packet meant for output j which are waiting for the port to become free�
These packets form a virtual queue for output j and are served FCFS� Thus
the virtual queue of any output has at most M bu�ers� The time taken by
the output port to evacuate a packet from the HOL of the inputs is exponen	
tially distributed with mean ���j� If we approximate the arrival process to
the virtual queue by a Poisson process of throughput �j� then output queue j
can be modeled as a M�M���M queue� Since the queue has �nite bu�ers� the
throughput is not equal to the arrival rate� The throughput of output port j
should be �j� Therefore the �arrival rate� corresponding to this throughput�
let us call this the e�ective arrival rate and denote it by ��j� will be obtained
by solving for ��j in the equation

�j � ��j

�
�� �� ��j

�� ��M��
j

��
M
j

�
� ��j

�� ��Mj
�� ��M��

j

��

where ��j � ��j��j� The term in the square brackets in the �rst equality corre	
sponds to the probability that an arriving packet into an M�M���M queue is
not blocked�

The probability that there are k packets in the virtual queue of output port
j� �j�k�� is given by

�j�k� �
��� ��j���

�

j�
k

�� ���j�
M��

for k � � � � �M ���

Packet arrivals to the head of an input queue are approximated to form a
Poisson process� Thus the probability that it will see k packets ahead of it
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packet�

in the virtual queue of the output will be �j�k�� However a packet moving to
the head of an input queue can see only �� �� � � �M � � and will never see M
packets ahead of it� Therefore the probability that a packet arriving to the
head of an input queue wanting to go to output j sees k packets ahead of it�
�j�k�� will be

�j�k� �

�
�j�k�

�� �j�M�

�
�

�
��� ��j���

�

j�
k

�� ���j�
M

�
for k � �� �� � � �M � � ���

In the virtual queue of output port j if there are k packets ahead of it� the
packet has to wait for the evacuation of these packets before it can begin
its service and its waiting time is a k stage Erlangian distribution �sum of
the k independent� exponentially distributed evacuation times�� In addition
to the blocking delay there is the evacuation time that has an exponential
distribution of mean ���j� Thus the conditional �conditioned on the packet
wanting to go to output port j� sojourn time of a packet at the HOL of the
input queue has a phase type distribution like that shown in Figure � The
Laplace	Stieltjes Transform �LST� of the unconditional distribution of the
sojourn time at the head of input i� Xi�s�� can be seen to be

Xi�s� �
NX
j��

pij

�
�M��X
k��

�i�k�

�
�j

�j � s

�k�	
�

�j
�j � s

�
���

Here the term in the �rst square brackets corresponds to the blocking delay
and that in the second corresponds to the evacuation time given that the
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packet wants to go to output j� The �rst three moments of the blocking delay
at input queue i� Bi� B�

i and B�
i respectively� are

Bi�
NX
j��

pij
M��X
k��

�j�k�
k

�j

B�
i �

NX
j��

pij
M��X
k��

�j�k�
k�k � ��

��j

B�
i �

NX
j��

pij
M��X
k��

�j�k�
k�k � ���k � �

��j
���

Likewise� the �rst three moments of the service time for the input queue� Xi�
X�

i � X
�
i respectively� are

Xi�Bi �
NX
j��

pij
�j

X�
i �B�

i � Bi

NX
j��

pij
�j

� 
NX
j��

pij
��j

X�
i �B�

i � �B�
i

NX
j��

pij
�j

� �Bi

NX
j��

pij
��j

� �
NX
j��

pij
��j

���
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and the mean sojourn time in the switch for an input packet to port i� Di� is
�from the Pollaczek	Khinchin formula�

Di �
�iX

�
i

��� �iXi�
�Bi �

NX
j��

pij
�j

���

The maximum arrival rate that input port i can support is obtained by solving
for �i in �iXi � ���� The second central moment of sojourn time in the switch
for an input packet to port i� D�

i � is easily calculated from the moments of the
waiting time� the blocking time and the evacuation times and can be shown
to be

D�
i �

�iX�
i

���� �iXi�
�

��iX
�
i

�

��� �iXi��
�

�iX�
i

��� �iXi�



�Bi �

NX
j��

pij
�j

�
A� B�

i � 
NX
j��

pij
��j

� Bi

NX
j��

pij
�j

���

Consider the special case of an N � N switch with pij � ��N for all i� j�
�i � � for all i and �j � ��� for all j� Figure � shows the total delay and the
blocking delay for various values ofN from analytical and simulation models as
a function of �� Note that the di�erence between the analytical and simulation
models improves for both the total and the blocking delay as the switch size
increases� For verifying the accuracy of the analytic models� we developed
a simulator working in continuous time with packets arriving at the input
ports according to a Poisson with user speci�ed rates� The packet lengths
were generated according to an exponential distribution� For the results in
Figure �� the simulator had in�nite bu�ers at the input ports� This simulator
is the basis of the simulation results presented in this paper and was modi�ed
appropriately for generating the results for the �nite bu�er� speedup and self	
similar arrivals� The simulation is stopped when the statistics that we are
interested in converges to within two decimal places� All the simulations for
this paper were carried out in this manner�

It is easily seen that our delay model is exact for N � �� As N � ��
the virtual M�M���N queue of the outputs becomes an M�M�� queue with
arrival rate � and service rate ���� As N ��� the arrival process to the input
queue is Poisson with rate � and it in turn is an M�G�� queue with service
time equal to the sojourn time in an M�M�� queue with arrival rate � and
service rate ���� Thus for the input queue to be stable� � should be less than
the reciprocal of the sojourn time of an M�M�� queue with arrival rate � and
service rate ���� This yields the condition� � � �� � or � 	 ��� for stable
queues at the input�

Our analysis above is based on the assumption that the arrivals to the virtual
M�M���N queue of each output can be approximated by a Poisson process�
To test the goodness of this assumption� we conducted goodness of �t tests
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for the packet interarrival times to the virtual queue having an exponential
distribution� Three di�erent tests were carried out for each scenario and we
used the Kolmogorov� Cram er	von Mises and the Kuiper statistics ���� to test
the hypothesis that the arrivals are from an exponential distribution� These
tests are based on empirical distribution function �EDF� statistics and they
are superior to Chi	square tests for continuous distributions� We used our
simulator to get the timestamps at which packets destined for a particular
output port moved to the HOL of its input port queue and thus �arrive� at
the virtual M�M���N queue at the output port� Our test results show that
even for switch sizes as small as ���� the interarrival times �t well with an
exponential distribution for signi�cance levels of ���� �� and ��� Also� as
the switch size increases� the signi�cance levels of the tests statistics decrease�
indicating that the interarrivals are an even closer match to an exponential
distribution� To test for the Poisson nature� in addition to the tests for expo	
nentiality� we need to test for the independence of the interarrivals� We carried
out tests on the magnitude of the autocorrelation function at di�erent lags�
as per the procedure outlined in ����� The magnitude of the autocorrelation
function was smaller than the test statistic at all lags� validating the indepen	
dence assumption� The detailed statistics are available in the technical report
����

��� Finite Bu�er Analysis

We now consider the case of �nite bu�ers at each of the input ports� The
analysis is similar to that for the in�nite bu�er case in that we �rst obtain the
distribution of the time spent at the head of the queue and use this distribution
in characterizing the input queue as an M�G���K queue with K bu�ers�

The �service time� distribution for the input M�G���K queue is obtained
exactly like in the �nite bu�er case except that the throughput from output j
will be �j���PBj�� where PBj is the blocking probability of packets that were
destined for output j� Now� as before� we approximate the arrival process to
the virtual queue of output j by a Poisson process of throughput �j��� PBj�
and model this queue as a M�M���M queue� Therefore� e�ective arrival rate
��j� will be obtained by solving for ��j in the equation

�j��� PBj� � ��j

�
� �� ��Mj
�� ��M��

j

�
	 ����

where ��j � ��j��j� The ��j obtained as above is used in Equations �� � and
� to calculate �j�k�� �j�k� and Xi�s� respectively and the expressions for the
moments of the blocking delay and the �service time� are obtained from by
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Equations � and � respectively�

The M�G���Ki queue with Poisson arrivals of rate �i and service time dis	
tribution given by Eqn� � for input port i is analyzed using the di�usion
approximation method of ����� From ����� the probability that there are n
packets in input queue i� 
i�n�� is given by


i�n� �

��
��
ci !
i�n�� � � n 	 Ki

�� ��ci����i�
�i

� n � Ki

����

where �i � �iXi� !
i�n� is the probability that there are n packets in an
M�G���� with arrival rate �i and service time distribution corresponding
to Eqn� �� and

ci �

�
��� �i

�
��� Ki��X

n��

!
i�n�

�
	
��
�
��

���

Using the di�usion approximation� the probabilities !
i�n� can be written as

!
i�n� �

��
��
�� �i� n � �

�i��� !�i��!�i�
n�� n � �

����

where

!�i � exp



� Xi

�
��iXi � ��

�iXi
�
�X�

i �Xi
�

�
A ����

The mean delay through the switch for packets arriving into input i� Di� is
obtained by obtaining the mean queue length in input i and then applying
Little�s theorem�

Di �
�

�i��� 
i�Ki��

KiX
n��

n
in ����

Since the arrivals are Poisson� the blocking probability at input port i will be

i�Ki��

Note that the e�ective arrival rate for an virtual queue of an output was
derived using the blocking probability for packets destined for output port i�
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it is easy to see that

PBj �
MX
i��


i�Ki�
pij�i
�j

����

The analytical model is solved by iterating on Eqns �	��� For a given arrival
rate� we start with an arbitrary assumption for the blocking probability and
calculate the e�ective arrival rate using Eqn �refeqn	Lambda	j	prime	�nite�
Eqns �	� and ��	�� are then used to obtain the new blocking probability� This
procedure is repeated till the blocking probabilities from successive iterations
have a di�erence of less than some prespeci�ed error margin� For our calcu	
lations� we stopped iterating when the values from two successive iterations
was less that �������

For the numerical results we consider � � � and �� � �� switches with
identical arrival rates at all the inputs and uniform routing probabilities� We
obtain the mean delay and the blocking probabilities for di�erent arrival rates
and bu�er sizes� To study the goodness of our approximation� we compare
the analytical results with a simulation model that is identical to the one
described in Section  except that now we consider fnite bu�ers rather than
in�nite bu�ers�

In Fig� � we show the mean queuing delay� Note the good agreement between
the simulation and the analytical results that validates our approximation� In
these �gures we also show the mean delay in an output queued switch� we can
model as an M�M���K queue� Note the considerably high �delay	penalty� for
the input queued switch�

In Tables � and  we show the loss probabilities for di�erent arrival rates and
bu�er sizes� Once again� we remark on the goodness of our approximation
as seen by the close match between the analytical and simulation results� In
these tables we also show the blocking probabilities for a pure output queued
switch� in which case each output queue can be modeled as an M�M���K
queue� We observe that there is considerable penalty in input input queueing
and the blocking probability can increase by many orders of magnitude�

K�� K�� K���

� Sim� Ana� o�p queue Sim� Ana� o�p queue Sim� Ana� o�p queue

��	� ����	� �����
 ����E�� ������ ������ ��		E�� ����� ����� ����E�


���� ����� ������ ������ ������ ���		� ���E�� ������ ������ 	���E��

���� ����� ���� �����	 ���
� ���� ������ ����� ����� �	�E��

Table 
Loss probabilities in a ����� switch with Poisson arrivals
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Table �
Loss probabilities in a �	��	 switch with Poisson arrivals

� M � N Switch with Self Similar Input and Exponential Packet
Lengths

Having modeled switch behavior under the somewhat idealized model of Pois	
son inputs we will now examine the behavior under a more realistic model of
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self similar inputs� Before presenting the delay analyses for self similar arrival
processes we give a brief overview of the various equivalent de�nitions of self
similarity and the packet arrival models that can be used with each of these�
Finally� we will select that de�nition and packet arrival model that has a well
developed queuing theory�

Packet arrival instants are modeled as point processes� Divide the time axis
into non overlapping intervals of unit length and let X � fXt " t � �� �� � � � �g
be the number of points �packet arrivals� in the tth interval� Measurements
and analysis of such packet arrival processes in real networks has indicated
that X is a self similar process� This means that although the analysis of
packet switches for the Poisson packet arrival model gives us a ��rst	order	
feel� for their performance� to understand their performance in real networks�
it is necessary to study their performance for self similar packet arrivals�

Mathematically� self similarity in the process X can be expressed in many
ways� Let X be covariance stationary with mean �� variance �� and auto	
correlation function r�k�� k � �� For each m � �� � � � �� let X�m� � �X

�m�
k "

k � �� � � � �� be the new covariance stationary time series �with correspond	
ing autocorrelation function r�m�� obtained by averaging the original series
X over non	overlapping blocks of size m� i�e�� for each m � �� � � � �� X�m� �
�Xkm�m�� � � � ��Xkm��m� k � �� Then self	similarity of X means any of the
following

X has a slowly decaying variance" The variance of the sample mean decreases
more slowly than the reciprocal of the sample size� var�X�m�� 	 am�� as
m�� and � 	  	 � �a is a �nite positive constant�
X is long range dependent �LRD�" The autocorrelations decay hyperbolically
rather than exponentially fast� implying a non	summable autocorrelation
function�

P
k r�k� �� and

X is ��f 	noise" The spectral density f��� obeys a power	law near the origin�
i�e�� f��� 	 b��� � as � � � with � 	 � 	 � and � � � �  �b is a �nite
positive constant�

Each of the above descriptions of a self similar process can lead to a class of
models for the packet arrival process� From the point of understanding queu	
ing behavior of systems� we consider those that are derived to match the LRD
statistics of the packet arrival process� In ���� Leland et al show that Gaus	
sian noise or nonlinear transformations on Gaussian noise such as fractional
ARIMA can be used to characterize a LRD X� In ����� Paxson and Floyd
show that superposition of on�o� sources that have a �xed rate in the on
period and have a heavy	tailed distribution for the on and o� period lengths
can be used to model LRD X� Erramilli� Singh and Pruthi use deterministic
nonlinear chaotic maps to de�ne a LRD X ���� Andersen and Nielsen propose
a Markovian approach in which an LRD X is obtained by superposing a num	
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ber of two state Markov Modulated Poisson Processes �MMPPs� ��� with the
resultant arrival process being an MMPP� The advantage of this last method
is that in addition to allowing the modeling of burstiness over a number of
time scales with the desired covariance structure� since the packet arrivals are
MMPP� a well developed queuing theory is available for analysis� Additionally�
our choice of the MMPP arrival process to model LRD packet arrival processes
is motivated by the arguments in ���� where it is shown that in practical net	
working scenarios where we have �nite bu�er sizes� we need to account for the
correlation over only for a �nite number of time scales corresponding to the
bu�er size and a Markovian approach can be used to obtain accurate perfor	
mance predictions since a power law decay can be approximated arbitrarily
closely by enough exponential decay functions� Further� in ���� it is shown
that the MMPP model converges to fractional Brownian motion under limit	
ing conditions� The convergence is in the sense of weak convergence implying
the same queueing behavior as with fractional Brownian motion� By increas	
ing the number of MMPPs in the superposition� the long	range dependent
correlation structure can be captured over an arbitrarily large number of time
scales� Therefore� we will use this in the analysis of the variable length packet
switches with input queuing�

We �rst summarize the technique outlined in ��� to �t an MMPP process to
an LRD arrival process� Let the packet arrival process to input port i be a
second order self similar process with mean �i� correlation at lag � �i� Hurst
parameter Hi� and the number of time scales over which the burstiness is to
be modeled� ni� This will be modeled as the superposition of a number of
two state Interrupted Poisson Processes �IPPs�� typically four� and a Poisson
process� The covariance function of this superposed process is �tted to that of
the self	similar process that we are modeling over several time scales� For input
port i we will superpose di IPPs and the jth two	state IPP is parameterized
by its generator matrix Qj

i and rate matrix Rj
i as follows

Qj
i �

�
���c

�j
i c�ji

c�ji �c�i j

�
�	 Rj

i �

�
�� r

j
i �

� �

�
�	 ����

The superposed process will be

Qi �
diM
j��

Qj
i Ri �

diM
j��

Rj
i ����

where
L

denotes the Kronecker sum� Note that the individual Poisson process
in the �tting procedure may also be represented as a special case of a MMPP
and added in the Kronecker sum of Eqn �� to obtain the complete MAP model
of the arrival process� The steady state probability vector of the Markov chain�
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�i� can be obtained by simultaneously solving the following equations�

�iQi � � �iei � � ����

where ei � ��� �� � � � � ��T is a unit column vector of length di � Let ri �
�r�i � r

�
i � � � � � rdii �� Then the average arrival rate to input i� �i � �ir

T
i � The pro	

cedure to �t c�ji � c�ji and rji to �i� �i� Hi and ni is described in ����

As in the previous section we assume that each packet at input i chooses output
j independent of other packets with probability pij and the rate at which a
packet is evacuated from an input queue by output port j is �j which is the
line rate at output port j� Packet lengths are exponentially distributed with
unit mean� There are in�nite bu�ers at the input and none at the output� The
output ports evacuate packets from the HOL of the input queues according to
��rst blocked �rst served� discipline� The �service time� of the input queue�
time spent at the HOL by packet� is obtained exactly as before by making the
approximation that the virtual queue to each output is an M�M���M queue�
The sojourn time in this M�M���M queue is thus the service time for the input
queue which we can now model as an MMPP�G�� queue� Since the service
time for the input queue is like before� the maximum throughput per port will
be ��� and is derived exactly as before� Thus the moments of the service times
are obtained exactly like in the previous section using Eqns �	�� The �rst and
second moments of the packet delays in the input queue can now be obtained
using well known techniques for MMPP�G�� queues ����� The procedure is
summarized in the appendix� We also note that statistical goodness of �t
tests were carried out on the interarrival times at the virtual M�M���N to
test for their exponential nature� As in Section � we used the Kolmogorov�
Cram er	von Mises and the Kuiper statistics and the results veri�ed that the
interarrivals times are indeed from an exponential distribution� We also carried
out tests for independence of the interarrivals by checking the magnitude of
the autocorrelation function and validated the independence assumption� Once
again� the test results are available in ����

Numerical results are obtained as follows� We use the Bellcore traces ����
and derive their statistical properties in terms of the Hurst parameter� the
correlation at lag � and the time scales over which the burstiness occurs�
These parameters and the arrival rate � are used to �t the parameters c�ji � c

�j
i

and ri for j � �� � � � � � of the MMPP model described in ���� The analytical
results are obtained for the MMPP�G�� queue as described earlier� To validate
the analytical results we also develop a simulation model in which the arrivals
are MMPP with parameters derived above� The arrival process generator is
validated by simulating a single server queue and comparing with the results
given in ����� The magnitudes of our delays and the knee region of the delay	
throughput graph match that given in Figure  of ����� In the simulation
model a separate and independent MMPP arrival process generator is used
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Fig� �� First moment of total delay vs throughput for self similar arrivals and in��
nite bu�ers� Results are from analytical and simulation models for Bellcore traces
pAug�TL and pOct�TL� Top graph shows results for an � � � switch and bottom
graph for a �� � switch�

for each of the input ports with the traces generated by each of the sources
having identical statistical properties� Thus� statistically identical self	similar
traces but with di�erent sample paths are used as the input processes to the
simulation model� In this paper we primarily use the Bellcore traces pAug�TL
�H � ��� and � � ����� and pOct�TL �H � ��� and � � ������� We model
burstiness over � time scales�

We mention here that we considered feeding the traces to obtain the simula	
tion results� Since the number of inputs was large� the size of the traces was
insu
cient� The same trace cannot be fed to all the inputs because in that
case the arrivals at each input will have a correlation of one� an obviously
wrong choice for an arrival process� Also� we did not use shu#ed versions of
a single trace because shu#ing of the time series of the traces would lead to a
loss of the correlation structure and consequently the long range dependence�
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Fig� �� Second moment of total delay vs throughput for self similar arrivals and
in�nite bu�ers� From analytical and simulation models for Bellcore traces pAug�TL
and pOct�TL� Top graph shows results for an �� � switch and bottom graph for a
�� � switch�

In Figs� ��� we show the �rst and second moments of total and blocking delays
in the switch� It can be seen that the simulation and analytical results are in
extremely good agreement except at loads close to the capacity of the switch�
We see a marked di�erence in the shape of the delay characteristics for the
pOct�TL trace at low loads which can be attributed to its comparatively low
correlation value at lag one� At low loads� the low correlation suggests a lower
probability of successive intervals having packet arrivals� which in turn leads
to low delays� Further investigation of the e�ect of the correlation structure
is done in Section �� As discussed earlier� the throughput delay curves in
Figure � show that the switch saturates at a load of ���� Also� note that the
�rst and second moments of the blocking delay shown in Figures � and � are
identical for both the traces for a given switch size� This is because the virtual
queue at each output port is modeled as an M�M���M queue whose delay
characteristics depend only on the average arrival rate of the input processes
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Fig� �� First moment of blocking delay vs throughput� for self similar arrivals and
in�nite bu�ers� Results from analytical and simulation models for Bellcore traces
pAug�TL and pOct�TL� Top graph shows results for an � � � switch and bottom
graph for a �� � switch�

and not on any of their other statistical properties�

From Figure � we see that the mean delay increases exponentially as the arrival
rate increases� The delay performance can be divided into three regions 	 low
����� ������ medium ������ ����� and high ������ ����� loads� Note that in
the medium load region the mean delay is of the order of the order of ����
In all these regions the mean delay increases exponentially with increasing
arrival rate� For comparison� we have shown the delays that would have been
experienced in a single server queue without HOL blocking� This would be
the delay experienced in an output queued switch in which the arrival rate
to an output port would be described by the corresponding MMPP process�
This shows that for a given arrival rate mean delay in the input queued switch
could be at least double and nearly �� times higher even at medium load�
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Fig� �� Second moment of blocking delay vs throughput for self similar arrivals and
in�nite bu�ers� From analytical and simulation models for Bellcore traces pAug�TL
and pOct�TL� Top graph shows results for an � � � switch and the bottom graph
for a �� � switch�

The moments of the blocking delay for the case of Poisson arrivals and that
of the MMPP arrivals is identical in the analytical models� Comparisons with
the simulation model suggests that the analytical models are a good approxi	
mation� Hence we note that the e�ect of increase in the second moment in the
case of self similar arrivals is signi�cantly larger�

We have performed extensive analysis and simulations to understand the
switch behavior under self similar arrivals and we have observed that when
the burstiness extends over � time scales� the delays are of the order of ����

From the above results we note that the analytical results match the sim	
ulations reasonably well� Therefore� in the following we do not present any
simulation results�
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��� Finite Bu�er Analysis

We only report the loss analysis for the MMPP arrival process� Having ob	
tained the service time distribution and described the arrival process we use
the MMPP�G���K analysis of ��� and the e
cient evaluation techniques for
evaluating the loss probabilities from ��� to solve our model� The following
notation will be used for each input i and to simplify the notation we will
omit the subscript corresponding to the input port�

U" m�m matrix given by �R�Q���R
P�n� t�" m�m matrix whose �p� q�th element denotes the conditional proba	
bility of reaching phase q of the MMPP and having n arrivals during a time
interval of length t� given that we start with phase p at time t � ��
An" m�m matrix given by

R
�

� P�n� t�dX�t�� n � � where X�t� is the distri	
bution of the service time as obtained previously�
A" m�m matrix given by

P
�

n��An �
R
�

� eRtdX�t�

��i�" m dimensional vector whose pth element is the limiting probability at
the embedded epochs of having i packets in the queue and being in phase
p of the MMPP� i � �� �� � � � � K � ��
I" m�m identity matrix

The steady	state probability distribution of the queue length of the embedded
Markov chain at the departure instants can be calculated using the following
approach� The matrices An are �rst calculated using the technique described
in ����� From P� we then �nd the matrix sequence fCig� independent of the
bu�er size K� such that ��i� � ����Ci for i � �� �� � � � � K � �� The matrices
Ci are calculated using the following equation

Ci�� �

�
Ci �UAi �

iX
v��

CvAi�v��

�
A��

� i � �� � � � � K �  ���

beginning with C� � I� The vector ���� is then determined using

����

�
K��X
v��

Cv � �I�U�A�I�A� e����
�
� � ���

The loss probability can then be found using the following expression

Ploss � �� �X�Re�
��
h
� ������R�Q���X

��
e
i
��

��

Numerical results are obtained as follows� We use the Bellcore traces ����
and derive their statistical properties in terms of the Hurst parameter� the
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Table �
Loss probabilities in a � � � switch for self similar tra�c corresponding to the
Bellcore trace pAug�TL
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Table 	
Loss probabilities in a ��� switch for self similar tra�c corresponding to the Bellcore
trace pOct�TL

correlation at lag � and the time scales over which the burstiness occurs�
These parameters and the arrival rate � are used to �t the parameters c�ji � c

�j
i

and ri for j � �� � � � � � of the MMPP model described in ���� The analytical
results are obtained for the MMPP�G�� queue as described earlier� To validate
the analytical results we also develop a simulation model in which the arrivals
are MMPP with parameters derived above� The arrival process generator is
validated by simulating a single server queue and comparing with the results
given in ����� The magnitudes of our delays and the knee region of the delay	
throughput graph match that given in Figure  of ����� In the simulation
model a separate and independent MMPP arrival process generator is used
for each of the input ports with the traces generated by each of the sources
having identical statistical properties� Thus� statistically identical self	similar
traces but with di�erent sample paths are used as the input processes to the
simulation model� In this paper we primarily use the Bellcore traces pAug�TL
�H � ��� and � � ����� and pOct�TL �H � ��� and � � ������� We model
burstiness over � time scales�

Tables � and � present the over$ow probabilities for a � � � switch fed with
the Bellcore traces pAug�TL and pOct�TL� Note that loss probabilities are
high even for low loads and that the drop in the loss rates does not scale
with increase bu�er sizes� Such behavior of queues fed with long	range depen	
dent tra
c have also been reported in ����� Thus large number of bu�ers are
required with long	range dependent tra
c to support even moderate loss prob	
abilities� The tables also show the loss probabilities for the MMPP�M���K





queue for di�erent values of K� Bernoulli splitting of the packet arrivals into
N streams corresponding to splitting the packet arrivals to the N outputs and
the combining of M such streams at the output queue will make the charac	
teristics of the arrival process to the output queue di�erent from that to the
input queue� However� we just use it as an approximation to get an indication
of the �input queueing penalty� for the more realistic model of self	similar
packet arrivals�

� Increasing Throughput in Input Queued Switches

Recall that we suggested that a FIFO	CIOQ with speedup and�or parallelism
would be architecturally simpler than a VOQ	CIOQ switch� especially for vari	
able length packets� In this section we provide the throughput delay analysis
of such a switch� It is easy to see that in our analysis speedup is modeled
by using a higher � for the evacuation rate� or equivalently a lower � for the
arrival rate� In the following we analyze a switch with parallelism ofm� m � ��

��� Delay Analysis for Parallelism of m� m � �

The delay analysis is along the same lines as the previous analyses� First�
let us consider the in�nite bu�er case� It is easy to see that in this case if
there are more than m HOL packets at the inputs destined for a particular
output port�m of them are served simultaneously while the others are blocked�
Here too we assume the input process to the queue to be Poisson which is an
approximation when M is �nite� Thus the virtual queue of each output port
will be modeled as an M�M�m�M queue and the e�ective arrival rate to
output port j corresponding to a throughput of �j is obtained by solving for
��j in

�j � ��j

�
�����

�
���j�

Mmm

m	

�
�Pm��

k��

�m��j �
k

k	
�
PM

k�m

���j�
kmm

m	

�
�
��	 ���

where ��j �

�

j

m�j
� �j�k�� �j�k� and Xi�s� are obtained like before by consider	

ing an M�M�m�M queue rather than an M�M���M queue at the outputs�
Similarly the blocking and total service time moments are also obtained like
before and are given by�

Bi �
NX
j��

pij
M��X
k�m

�j�k�
k �m � �

�j

�



B�
i �

NX
j��

pij
M��X
k�m

�j�k�
�k �m � ���k �m � �

��j
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i �

NX
j��

pij
M��X
k�m

�j�k�
�k �m � ���k �m � ��k �m � ��

��j
���

Xi � Bi �
NX
j��

pij
�j

X�
i � B�

i � Bi

NX
j��
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�j
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��j
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i
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��j

� �
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Note that the summations over the index k for the blocking delay is from
k � m to k � M � � because only when there are m or more packets waiting
in the virtual queue will the packet at the HOL of an input queue have to wait�
We can now use the expressions for the average delay and its second moment
as given in Eqns � and A�� to obtain the latency for the case of Poisson and
self similar arrivals respectively�

We show numerical results only for the self similar arrival case� Figure �
shows the analytical results for the delay throughput characteristics for N�N
switches with N � �� ��� � and �� for parallelism of  and �� We assume iden	
tical loads on all the inputs and uniform routing probabilities pij� We see that
e�ect of the switch size on the delay characteristics becomes negligible as the
switch size increases� Also� the medium load region can be extended till the
arrival rate of ���� for a parallelism of  and up to ���� for a parallelism of ��
Further� the mean delay is considerably lower with parallelism than without�
Also� the steep rise in the mean delay in the low load region does not manifest
in the speeded up switch�

The maximum throughputs for a given parallelism is obtained by solving for �
in �X � ���� where X is obtained from Eqn �� Table � shows the maximum
achievable throughputs for switches of various sizes and for parallelism of � �
and �� Note that a switch with a parallelism of � can support loads in excess
of ����

The analysis can be extended to the case of �nite input bu�ers� We �rst con	
sider the case of Poisson arrivals� The input queues become M�G���K queues
with the service time moments obtained from Eqn �� In Fig� �� we show
the throughput	mean delay characteristics for a CIOQ switch with Poisson
arrivals� and parallelism of  and � for various arrival rates normalized to the
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Fig� 
� First moment of total delay vs throughput for self similar arrivals and in�nite
input bu�ers� From analytical model for Bellcore trace pAug�TL for parallelism of �
and 	� Results are shown for N �N switches with N � �� �� �� and �	�
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Table �
Maximum throughput for various parallelism�

switch rate� A ��� load with a parallelism of  corresponds to an arrival rate
of ���� and a parallelism of � corresponds to an arrival rate of ������ Note
that the delay in the input queue is virtually negligible� In Tables � and � we
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Loss probabilities in a �	� �	 switch with a parallelism of �� Poisson arrivals�

show the blocking probabilities for di�erent arrival rates and parallelism of 
and � for a �� � switch� For the case of self similar arrivals we only report
the loss probabilities in Tables � and � like in Section ����
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bu�ers with link parallelism of � and 	� results from analysis and simulation
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Loss probabilities in a �� � switch with a parallelism of 	 and self similar arrivals
corresponding to the Bellcore trace pAug�TL

� E	ect of Output Hotspots

We now analyze the e�ect of a hotspot on output port h� � � h � N � The
hotspot is characterized by a higher arrival rate to that output port� For
example� we can use�

pij �

��
��
 for j 
� h

� for j � h� � � �

NX
j��

pij �� for all i ���
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Fig� � E�ect of an output hotspot on mean blocking and total delay for a �� �
switch� The input process has the same characteristics as that of the Bellcore trace
pAug�TL�

It is easy to see that as � increases� the contention for the hotspot output
port h increases and hence the blocking delay for these packets at the head
of their input queues increases� The increased blocking delay increases the
�input service time� and hence the total delay of all the packets� The switch
can be analyzed using the methods that we outline in the previous sections� In
this section we just report the numerical results for the case of in�nite input
bu�ers and self similar arrivals�

In Figure �� we show the e�ect of this hotspot for � � � As is evident from the
�gures� there is a marked rise in the average delays in the presence of hotspots
and a considerable reduction in the maximum achievable throughput� A more
detailed analysis can be carried using the analytical techniques that we have
outlined earlier�

In our analytical model� asymmetry in the correlation or the Hurst parameter

�



of the tra
c at the input ports does not a�ect the delay performance of the
other ports as long as the arrival rate remains constant� This is because the
�service time� for a port depends on the blocking delay and the only factor
a�ecting the blocking delay at the ports are the arrival rates into the virtual
queues of the outputs� Thus the �service times� at all the ports in the presence
of parameter asymmetries is the same� Hence� if the arrival rates are the same�
di�erences in H� � and n do not have any e�ect on the �service times� of the
other ports� However� the total delay at the ports will depend on the tra
c
characteristics at that input port�


 E	ect of � and H on the Delay Throughput Performance

Recall that the parameters in characterizing the input process are H the Hurst
parameter� � the correlation a lag � and n the number of time scales over which
burstiness occurs� In addition there are the routing probabilities and pij that
can generate hotspots on some outputs� In this section we examine the e�ect
of asymmetries in these parameters across the inputs on the throughput delay
characteristics for the input queued switch�

Now let us consider the e�ect of the correlation structure of the arrival pro	
cess at each input on the delay throughput characteristics� Figure � shows
the e�ect of variation of the correlation on delay characteristics� The three
graphs correspond to the case when the input processes have the same Hurst
parameter �H � ���� and arrival rate but correlations at lag one of �����
���� and ����� Each input port of the switch is fed with traces having the
same parameters� Observe that the delay decreases substantially with lower
correlations� This is due to the reduced probability of successive time units
having packet arrivals and thus reducing the queuing at the inputs�

Finally we study the e�ect of variation in the Hurst Parameter� As in the
previous case� we vary the Hurst parameter of the input streams keeping all
other parameters constant� The delay throughput characteristics for the cases
when the input steams at each port have Hurst parameters of ����� ��� and
���� for a correlation at lag one of ���� are shown in Figure ��� As before�
each input port is fed with traces having the same statistical properties� Note
that the delays decrease signi�cantly with even slight reduction in the Hurst
parameter� This can be explained by considering the fact that a lower H
reduces the long range dependence and the burstiness thereby reducing the
queue buildups at the inputs�
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Fig� �� The e�ect of variation in the correlation structure of the input tra�c� We
use H � ���� in the above results and the switch size is �� ��
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Fig� �� The e�ect of variation in the Hurst parameter of the input tra�c on di�erent
ports� We use � � ����� in the above results and the switch size is �� ��

� Conclusion

In this paper� we have presented a generalized analytical model for an input
queued� variable length packet switch� We present models for both Poisson
as well as self	similar arrivals and our model can be easily extended for any
arrival process with a well de�ned queueing theory� Also� we have presented
the analysis for switches with both in�nite as well as �nite input bu�ers�
Our model can address random order �ROS� of service and priority models�
For Poisson arrivals� it can be shown that the �rst moment of the waiting
time for ROS would be the same as FIFO scheduling and the second moment
E�W �

fifo����� � � E�Xi�� where E�W �
fifo� is the mean waiting time given by

the �rst term of Eqn � and E�Xi� is the expected service time obtained from
Eqn �� We could also easily extend the model to consider priorities in the
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input queue�

In ��� it was conjectured that FCFS service in the virtual output queue gives
the least average delay� Our analysis easily con�rms this because FCFS service
has the least variance and this is the variance of the �service time� of the input
queue which is an M�G�� queue� It is well known that for an M�G�� queue
the variance of the service time� in addition to the mean� contributes to the
average delay� Also� from our models it is clear that the conjecture in ��� that
the performance of an M �N switch is symmetric in M and N is not true�

From the throughput	delay characteristics of Figures �� � and �� we see that
capturing all the statistical properties of the arrival processes is essential to
characterizing the switch performance� Another important result to note is
that operation in continuous time limits the maximum achievable through	
put to ���� though� with a parallelism of �� the achievable throughput can be
increased to more than ���� Severe performance degradation takes place in
the presence of hotspots� which can reduce the maximum throughput by ���
in a �� � �� switch� Also� Figures � and �� highlight the large variations
in the delay characteristics with changes in the correlation structure and the
Hurst parameter� Lower Hurst parameters and correlation values reduce the
burstiness of the arrival streams and reduces the queuing e�ects at the in	
puts and can give signi�cantly lower delays at low loads� Thus the correlation
structure and the Hurst parameter of the arrival processes are of considerable
importance in determining the overall switch performance�

We now consider the implications of our results on the design of packet
switches for variable length packets� We noted earlier that variable length
packet can be switched using cell switches albeit with additional circuits for
making cells from packets at the inputs and packets from cells at the outputs�
However� such switches require a switching speed greater than the line rate to
handle the increased load resulting from the padding of packets that don�t �ll
an integral number of cells� To get an idea of the additional overhead involved
in the fragmentation process due to the addition of header and padding we
performed the following experiment� Let pi be the number of bytes in packet i�
Consider a switch that handles �xed length packets of size s� A space division
switch will need to use its own header which will be local to the switch� Let h
be the number of bytes in the switch header� The number of bytes transferred
by the �xed length packet switch for packet i� bi� will be bi � dpi�se � �s� h�
and pi � bi is the excess bytes per packet� We used the Ethernet and WAN
packet traces that were used for the experiments reported in ���� and have
obtained the mean and standard deviation of pi � bi as a function of s for
these packet traces� These are shown in Figure ��� Observe that even for the
optimal choice of the cell size� we have an average overhead of ��	�� bytes per
packet�
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Fig� 	� The mean overhead incurred due to fragmentation for various cell sizes and
a header length of 	 bytes� The traces used correspond to the Ethernet and WAN
traces reported in ����

Thus the additional complexities for variable length packet switches using cell
switches leads us to believe that for variable length packet switches with non
slotted arrivals� a FIFO	CIOQ packet switches with parallelism or speedup will
be architecturally simpler than the VOQ	CIOQ cell switch� Further� our anal	
ysis suggests that from throughput delay performance perspective� for variable
length packet switches� the FIFO	CIOQ with parallelism and�or speedup will
have comparable performance to the time slotted� �xed packet length VOQ	
CIOQ switches� The implementation tradeo� is in the addition of switching
planes rather than a complex centralized scheduler that has to collect infor	
mation about the N� queues and of course the �depacketization� and pack	
etization circuit� Recall that a speedup of greater than two is required by
the VOQ	CIOQ switch to have ���� throughput for arbitrary arrival pro	
cesses� Also� although arbitrary QoS can be supported by the VOQ	CIOQ�
the QoS scheduler has to be centralized and to be feasible in the Tbps re	
gion� the scheduling for VOQ	CIOQ switches will have to be done �on	chip�
and propagation delays for going o� chip with current technology will make
it infeasible to implement VOQ	CIOQ switches at such speeds� Instead� a
FIFO	CIOQ switch with speedup and parallelism can minimize the delay in
the input queue and the output QoS scheduler can be used to provide the
necessary QoS without requiring to have information about N� queues�
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A Delay Moments in an MMPP�G�� Queue

The mean and second moment of the packet delay at input i� Di and D�
i

respectively� are given by ����

Di �
�

Xi�i

�
wv � �


X�

i �i
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D�
i �

�

Xi�i
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w���
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�DiX�
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with

W�

i���� �Xi�iRi � ���Xi�i�gi��Qi � ei�i�
��

��i�� � wv�

and gi representing the steady state probability vector of the matrix Gi� the
transition rate matrix of the embedded Markov chain at departure epochs
with k packets in the queue and the MMPP arrival process in state j� We now
present the procedure for calculating the matrix G and a general algorithm to
calculate the �rst and second moments of the delay in an MMPP�G�� queue
�����

A�� Computation of Gi for an m	state MMPP

Initial Step  De�ne

G�
i � � H��k

i � I for k � �� �� � � � �
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where n� is chosen such that
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A�� Computation of �n

The �n for Erlang	k and exponential service times are given by

�� Erlang	k service
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The �n for the service time distribution which is the summation of the phase	
type distribution with Erlang	k service times and an exponential evacuation
time is given by the weighted sum of the individual �n values� The weights
are the probabilities of encountering each of the individual distributions� the
�ij�k�s�

A�� The MMPP
G
� algorithm

Step �� Compute the matrix G for the given input port�
Step �� Compute the steady state vector g which satis�es

giGi � gi gi� � �

Step �� Compute the moments of the waiting time using Eqn A���
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